Research on the Vertical Setback Problem of Steel Bundled Tube Structure
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**Abstract:** To study the mechanical performance of steel bundled-tube structures and find the reasonable setback scheme, the 18 calculation model with different setback based on the same bottom, height as well as the volume were designed. The effect of different setback methods on performance indexes such as natural vibration period of the structure, stiffness was analyzed. Stress total enhancement ratio and reference enhancement ratio are introduced to study the distribution rule of the spandrel beam stress under different vertical setback methods. The distribution rule of column stress was also analyzed. The results show that the changing rule of the equivalent wind effect coefficient is the same as the basal shearing force and basal anti-overturning moment. Reference enhancement ratio of the spandrel beam is a fixed value at a certain height and volume. Total stress enhancement ratio of the spandrel beam is mainly related to the remained height. Vertical setback causes abrupt stress in the columns. The setback influence on the columns is less than that on the beams, and the abrupt stress stories are also less. It is advised that the location of the initial setback should be as far as possible from the embedded end. The reasonable setback method should be uniform and symmetric.
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1. **Introduction**

The forms of structural vertical setback mainly includes setback in the middle height of an elevation plan, setback in a small tower at the top, setback on the roof of a skirt building, etc. As for mechanical characteristics, lateral load is the control element of high-rise building structure design. A steel bundled-tube structure is generally used in high-rise building structures. When stiffness decreases vertically, setback in the vertical influences the mechanical performance of the whole structure more obviously. Due to the particularity of the bundle tube structure (setback based on single-cylinders), most of the setbacks would result in an irregular plane concave and convex structure or weight and geometry irregular structure in the vertical [1-2]. The current study on setbacks in vertical includes the following: Kayikci, D and Al-Ali et. al analyzed the effect of setbacks on structural seismic responses [3-4]. Varadharajan, S and Aranda analyzed the influence of setbacks on seismic response of reinforced concrete frame structures using the shaking table test [5-6]. Wood analyzed the influence of setbacks on seismic response of reinforced concrete frame structures using the shaking table test [7]. H. Shakib and M. Pirizadeh investigated the seismic performance of one-side setback structures with a probabilistic approach [8]. Montazeri, S. M analyzed the influence of setbacks on structure dynamic properties [9]. Combining the result of the shaking table test and earthquake damage investigation, Xiao Congzhen put forward some problems that should be paid attention to when designing a high-rise building with setbacks [10]. In addition, the seismic performance of mixed structures such as Tianjin Modern hotel and Hengfu building has been researched [11-13]. Existing research on setbacks always use a plan analysis model, but less of these has taken the...
spatial finite element model or specified on the bundled-tube structure, studying how the all kinds of setbacks influences structural deformation patterns and mechanical properties. There is also no research on how setback is the most reasonable.

By analyzing different bundled tube structure models with different methods of setback, this study analyses the influence of different methods of setback on the stress and deformation performance of bundled tube structures, and discuss a reasonable method of setback for bundled tube structures; providing a reference for similar engineering designs.

2. Basic Calculation and Setback Model

In order to highlight research priorities, this study designed a series of models that have the same bottom plane size, structural height and body weight, excluding the basic calculation model without setback. A different setback method was only considered.

2.1. Introduction Of The Basic Calculation Model

The bundled-tube structure is 100 stories above ground, has a story height of 3.6 m, and the height of the structure is 360 m. The plan form of the structure is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. The example model 01 schematic diagram.](image)

Table 1. Section sizes of members.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Membername</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>story</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corner column</td>
<td>box</td>
<td>$1,300 \times 1,300 \times 100 \times 100 \times 100$</td>
<td>1-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$1,400 \times 900 \times 90 \times 100$</td>
<td>1-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side column</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>$1,400 \times 900 \times 60 \times 80$</td>
<td>31-60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$1,400 \times 900 \times 40 \times 60$</td>
<td>61-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spandrel beam</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>$1,000 \times 400 \times 50 \times 70$</td>
<td>1-60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main girder</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>$1,400 \times 900 \times 35 \times 50$</td>
<td>61-100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The height-width ratio is 5.3. The plan of the bundled-tube is formed by nine frame tubes. The bottom size of the bundled-tube is 67.5 m × 67.5 m. A single frame tube is 22.5 m × 22.5 m. Column spacing is 4.5 m. The steel adopts Q420. The intensity degree of the floor concrete is C 30. The dead load of the building surface is 3.0 kN/m², and the live load is 2.0 kN/m². Basic wind pressure is 0.45 kN/m² and thickness of the reinforced concrete floor adopts 110 mm. Ground roughness ranks Class C. For seismic resistance, the anti-cracking degree is supposed to be seven, the earthquake is grouped into number one, and the site classification is classified into Class II. The section sizes of members are shown in Table 1.

2.2. Designed Model of the Setback

Based on the calculation example, the designed model of setback can be divided into two categories: series 1 and series 2. The setback adopts the format on the premise of the same bottom, height as well as the volume. Models of series 1 shrink evenly in general after setback from the first floor. However, the format of the setback is classified into helix, symmetric in proper sequence, symmetric synchronization, as well as the combination of the formats above. Models of series 2 can shrink in place with three, two or one step; and the setback is more than one cylinder unit. the designed model of setback is shown in Figure 2.
3. Comparative Analysis of Mechanical Performance on the Models with Setback

3.1. Analysis and Comparison of Structural Overall Mechanical Performance Indexes

Based on modal and elastic analysis under lateral loads, comparison of setback model periods is shown in Fig. 3.

Among the models of series 1 that shrink in the vertical direction, the minimum of the first translation on X direction in the natural vibration period is model 18, the value of which is 4.65 seconds, and the maximum of that is model 11, with a value of 5.23 seconds, showing the difference of those two is 12.5%. Among the models of series 2, the minimum is model 21, the value of which is 4.46 seconds, the maximum is model 30, with a value of 7.16 seconds, the difference of those two is 161%. The mere variable ways for vertical setback can result in the obvious difference in lateral stiffness in the vertical direction. Therefore, it can be seen that the influence of the vertical setback to the structural overall indexes cannot be ignored.

Under the premise of isovolumetric and uniform vertical setback, the changing rule of the natural vibration period for models of series 1 in the previous three stages are mainly identical. Generally, the vertical setback of higher starting floor, in other words, the start point of the setback is relatively far from the basal fixed end, the structural stiffness is stronger, and the natural vibration period is smaller, which can be thought that the bundled tube structure is assumed as a cantilever component in the vertical direction. When the setback is far from the fixed end, it is equivalent that restraint of the end region for this cantilever is stronger. Under the circumstance that other factors are similar, the stronger the end restraint is, the greater the lateral load resistance would be, and the circle would become shorter. The longer the distance between the initial position and the fixed end is, the stronger the stiffness would be. When evenly setback with the same height, volume as well as the initial point, the stiffness would basically be the same, and the methods or times for the setback have less influence on that.

What is illustrated in Figure 3 is the stiffness of the model whose setback is divided multiple times and the translation period of both directions is close to each other and is relatively stronger. It shows that when setback in the vertical direction, the stiffness of both directions, as well as the layout, should be as near as possible. Meanwhile, the torsional period would also be smaller (may not be the smallest). Under the dosage of the same material, if the stiffness of one direction is made extremely strong, it would always causes weakness to the other direction, which can finally result in the weakness of the integral stiffness. Although the stiffness of both directions is close for the model in one-time setback, model 28 and model 29, under the premise of the setback in the same bottom, height as well as volume, the setback can cause the up movement of the whole structural centroid each time, which is adverse for lateral stiffness. Thus, a situation exists where structural stiffness is relatively larger.
Figure 3. Comparison of setback model periods.

Figure 4 illustrates the comparison of effective quality factor in the X directional translation of both the previous four stages and the 10th stage in the vertical model and none setback model 01. Results revealed that after structural vertical setback, influence from the lower mode of vibration would be decreased, while the upper mode of vibration would be increased.

3.2. Analysis and Comparison of Spandrel Beam Stress

The vertical setback part of model 11 is chosen and curve for changes of the partial stress ratio in the spandrel beam along with the story of the structure is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Changes of stress ratio in partial spandrel beam of model 11.

As shown in Figure 6, the numerical value for stress of the spandrel beam at the structural bottom is close, which is approximately 0.13. This value would gradually rise as the story of the structure increases, and the peak value of the
stress would occur when a position where shrinkage exists is reached. The basic regularity of every stress curve is that at the bottom, which is far from the setback position, the rising rate of stress would be lower, compared with that close to the vertical setback position. The rising rate of stress is fastest in the spandrel beam when 5-10 stories continue to remain before reaching the vertical setback position. Moreover, peak Two parameters were introduced to analyze the peak value of the regional stress ration: stress total enhancement ratio and stress reference enhancement ratio. Stress total enhancement ratio refers to the ratio of the certain spandrel beam stress ratio (peak) at the setback and the same position spandrel beam stress ratio at the first story. Stress reference enhancement ratio refers to the ratio of the stress total enhancement ratio and representative value of the remaining stories. For example, if the remaining number of stories is 30, then the representative value is 3. The remaining stories refer to the adjacent remaining stories of the setbacks, and the larger value between the X and Y direction is chosen. If the X or Y direction value is below or equal to 10, it is acceptable to choose the larger value of oblique direction. The height of the remaining stories is called the remained height.

Figures 6 shows the stress total enhancement ratio and reference enhancement ratio curves of the spandrel beam at setbacks in the models. The abscissa is the story number, the ordinate is the stress enhancement ratio, the red curve is the spandrel beam stress total enhancement ratio at setbacks, and the blue curve is the reference enhancement ratio. From the curve in the figure, the spandrel beam stress total enhancement ratio at setbacks generally goes downwards as the story rises. The reference enhancement ratio does not change much.

Figure 6. Enhancement ratio curves of spandrel beam stress at the step back.
As analyzed from the data curve of Figures 6, the spandrel beam’s stress enhancement ratio at setbacks is within 2-3. This means that the spandrel beam’s stress enhancement ratio is a fixed value at a certain height and volume with no relationship with the setback method. The spandrel beam total stress enhancement ratio (spandrel beam peak stress after the partial setback) is mainly related to the remained height. Based on this conclusion, in the process of similar structure designs, the spandrel beam peak stress ratio at the setbacks can be preliminarily estimated, just like the stress ratio curve peak depicted in the figures.

### 3.3. Column Stress Analysis and Comparison of the Vertical Setback Model

Vertical setback stories of model 11 and story 20, 30 and 40's design control stress ratio value conditions are presented in Figure 7. In columns that run vertically from down to up along the stories, the stress ratio generally presents a downward trend. Every time the columns pass a setback region, abrupt stress is caused; which is presented as the sharp peak in the figure. The setback structure column’s abrupt stress would extend upward and downward for several stories, compared with none setback models. Setback influence on the columns is less than that on the beams, and abrupt stress stories are also less.

![Figure 7. Changes of stress ratio in partial column of model 11.](image)

Column stress due to vertical setback generates a partial stress peak, which usually reach its peak value at the setback story. This kind of abrupt stress condition would influence 3-5 stories and 1-2 stories above. As the story rises, the number of vertical setback of the element connected with the columns equal to the number of peak stresses.

### 4. Conclusion

After structural vertical setback, influence from the lower mode of vibration would be increased. Reference enhancement ratio of the spandrel beam is a fixed value at a certain height and volume with no relationship with the setback method. Total stress enhancement ratio of the spandrel beam is mainly related to the remained height. Vertical setback causes abrupt stress in the columns. The setback influence on the columns is less than that on the beams, and the abrupt stress stories are also less. The vertical setback location of the bundled tube structure should be away from the embedded-end, and the stiffness difference formed by the setback should not be too large. Uniform symmetrical setback is preferred.
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